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E

ach day, as I navigate through the academic
facade of my socio-political sphere, I follow
the shadow of a ubiquitous figure whose
ominous gaze serves as a constant and painful
reminder of that which is repeated and that which
is forgotten. It exists as an institutionalized social
system, the policies of which enable an ongoing
cycle of intellectual, cultural, and moral decay. I
will introduce this figure by juxtaposing it along side
of “the Golghar”; something of a disparate physical,
geographical, and temporal basis of existence.

unassociated with the nation Greece. What makes
it ‘greek’ is that the organizations representing it
utilize two or three greek letters as Each day, as I
navigate through the academic facade of my sociopolitical sphere, I follow the shadow of a ubiquitous
figure whose ominous gaze serves as a constant and
painful reminder of that which is repeated and that
which is forgotten. It exists as an institutionalized
social system, the policies of which enable an ongoing
cycle of intellectual, cultural, and moral decay. I
will introduce this figure by juxtaposing it along side
In Passport Photos, Amitava Kumar (2000) of “the Golghar”; something of a disparate physical,
speaks of an “odd-looking, giant building in Patna geographical, and temporal basis of existence.
[India] . . . resembling in its form a copular beehive”
In Passport Photos, Amitava Kumar (2000) speaks
called “The Golghar.” The building was built in of an “odd-looking, giant building in Patna [India] .
1786 by the British inhabiting the region and was . . resembling in its form a copular beehive” called
intended to function as sort of ‘silo’ in which grain “The Golghar.” The building was built in 1786 by
could be stored. It was created
the British inhabiting the region
in response to repeated famine
and was intended to function as
conditions that had systematically
sort
of ‘silo’ in which grain could be
HE
OLGHAR
killed millions of Indians living
stored. It was created in response
within the region. However, the
to repeated famine conditions that
OF MY OWN
building was never used (and
had systematically killed millions
even if it had been, its capacity
DAILY ROUTINE of Indians living within the region.
was grossly inadequate for what
However, the building was never
followed). Famines continued for
HAS AN IMAGE used (and even if it had been, its
the next 150 years, claiming the
capacity was grossly inadequate for
lives of many million more of the THAT MANIFESTS what followed). Famines continued
poor workers it was intended to
for the next 150 years, claiming the
feed (Kumar 90). The pervasive ITSELF NOT AS A
lives of many million more of the
daily glare of The Golghar was a
poor workers it was intended to
constant reminder to these people
BUILDING BUT feed (Kumar 90). The pervasive
of the hypocrisy saturating the
daily glare of The Golghar was a
void between formal imperial
constant reminder to these people
AS A SORT OF
politics and social reality.
of the hypocrisy saturating the void
IDENTITY
between formal imperial politics
The Golghar of my own daily
and social reality.
routine has an image that manifests
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itself not as a building, but as a sort of identity.
While this identity (and subsets of related identities)
has become associated with specific buildings, the
identity itself is observed through the men and
women representing it. No one is dying under this
Golghar, but that isn’t to say that something isn’t
dying. At the facade of its existence lies a hypocrisy
that is again saturating the void between its formal
politics and social reality (repetitive). It is called
‘greek identity’ and is held by those considered part
of the ‘greek culture.’ For the less well-informed
reader, this ‘identity’ or ‘culture’ is completely
https://surface.syr.edu/intertext/vol18/iss1/12

The Golghar of my own daily routine has an
image that manifests itself not as a building, but as
a sort of identity. While this identity (and subsets
of related identities) has become associated with
specific buildings, the identity itself is observed
through the men and women representing it. No
one is dying under this Golghar, but that isn’t to
say that something isn’t dying. At the facade of its
existence lies a hypocrisy that is again saturating the
void between its formal politics and social reality
(repetitive). It is called ‘greek identity’ and is held by
those considered part of the ‘greek culture.’ For the
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less well-informed reader, this ‘identity’ or ‘culture’
is completely unassociated with the nation Greece.
What makes it ‘greek’ is that the organizations
representing it utilize two or three greek letters as
their titles1 (for example: “Sigma Alpha Mu,” or
“Phi Kappa Psi”), hence the name “greek-letter
organization.” Most students, however, know them
as fraternities and sororities.

academic and social support for members”. The
language of the article constructs an image of “a
self-governing, self-disciplining association of
students” holding a heightened standard of values
consistent with those of the university itself. This
structure is reinforced through “an atmosphere
conducive to the intellectual, emotional, and moral
development of members” (I.) as well as standards
of “Public Relations,” “Community Service,” and
“Philanthropy1” (II.). It is also extremely important
to note that the article constructs a clear distinction
between “Social” and “Service” organizations.
The loaded barrel of this analysis comes down upon
the “Social” organizations, specifically. The ‘Social
Greek-letter Organizations’ under the National
Interfraternity Conference (IFC) and National
Panhellenic Conference (NPC) exist as entities
whose primary benefits are those conferred from
inclusion within politically constructed, exclusive,
peer-regulated communities. Its intent is to show
that the ultimate goal within these organizations lies
within the construction of a synthetic, transcendent
kinship. The bonds that form this kinship are tied
to sets of shared ideals and serve to bring members
together through a common understanding of what
is socially desirable. This type of understanding
serves as a direct response to and unchecked means
of propagation for the hegemonic ideals associated
with white American ‘dominant discourse,’
including multiple levels of patriarchy and a stunted
understanding of diversity. Within this system, social
spheres are legitimized by the degree to which an
organization is able to reproduce a desirable image.
As the idealized image of the organization becomes
the collective responsibility of its members, a shared
understanding of ultimate (and hence, reduced)
identity ensures the co modification of the individual
and the viral reproduction of the “unexamined
norm” (López, 2006, 21) of white racial identity.

The university maintains an active political
relationship with all of its member fraternities and
sororities. At Syracuse University, for instance,
the “Statement of Relationship Between Syracuse
University and Social or Service Fraternities and
Sororities” serves to “Reaffirm Syracuse University’s
commitment to a strong and visible social or service
fraternity and/or sorority option for students” that
“serves as a source of leadership development and
Published
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Yet, fraternities and sororities assert themselves as
legitimate entities of political representation. The
IFC and NPC each have a (similar) constitution
that outlines the procedures by which respective
governing bodies are created, and how those
governing bodies are to create and enforce policy.
They define the “Scope of Power” (III.) of the IFC
and NPC. The power given to these councils allows
for the political construction of boundaries between
social greek life and greater campus life and serves
3
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to create “fraternity and sorority communit[ies]”
(I.). These communities serve as the domain where
the policies of governing councils hold jurisdiction.
Potential members are encouraged to “base selection
of a fraternity or sorority organization on personal
lifestyle and values.” The incentive of these
homogenized groups lies in the assertion that a
“fraternity [or] sorority community offers students
unique social opportunities, providing them with
enriching experiences unmatched anywhere else”
(Panhellenic Association Parent’s Manual 2). Thus,
the “unmatched” social experience is advertised as
one existing outside the normal sphere of the campus
community and between those sharing “personal
lifestyle[s] and values.”

that makes humanity “irreducible to a totality”
(Birmingham 87) and asserts that group identity
cannot be “defined in terms of certain inherent
qualities” (Birmingham 95). Reality consists of
being seen and heard by those other than ourselves
(Birmingham 126). Individuality is gained through
an appreciation of others precisely because of their
ability to contribute a new perspective. ‘Diversity’

The image of the traditionally white American
suburbia might come to mind. In these types
of communities, ‘dominant discourses’ are
continuously reinforced so as to assert a sort of
idealized social reality. Scott Fabius Keisling (2005)
describes dominant discourses as the “unquestioned
background assumptions,” discussions, or beliefs that
are popularly held within greater social spheres that
“arise through the social practices, talk, thoughts,
and desires of the people using them” (Keisling
697). For instance, it is a product of dominant
discourse within American thought that college is
the natural and default precursor to a respectable
career. While such a discourse would be difficult
to disagree with entirely, one could argue that it
overly politicizes the entire collegiate journey,
downplaying the critical role that the university
atmosphere can serve for personal intellectual and
moral development. An alternative discourse might
state that college provides the means for individuals
to better critique their world, including themselves,
and that the variously applicable ability to critique
serves invaluably for a career. Whether or not this
competing discourse is correct (if it can in fact be
qualified as such) however, is of little consequence
if the argument is largely ignored by those holding
its dominant counterpart. Thus posits the necessary is thus a process in which the shared differences of
roles both of thinking diversely and appreciating humanity are not only recognized, but appreciated
for their ability to evolve discourse(s). Arendt
diverse thought.
even asserts that violating the principle of plurality
The value of diversity to cultural discourse is constitutes “crime against humanity” (Birmingham
underscored in Peg Birmingham’s (2006) analysis 58). Because of the way that greek social spheres are
of Arendtian philosophy. Birmingham devotes constructed, greeks tend to have friends, relationships
a great deal of space to a discussion of a term that (understood unquestionably with the opposite sex),
Hannah Arendt calls “plurality.” It is this quality and mentors of shared ideological backgrounds. All
https://surface.syr.edu/intertext/vol18/iss1/12
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of the influences of thought coming from those most close-knit” group of men or women who exhibit
unlike themselves have been selectively dismissed; homosocial bonding that “includes the prospective
in effect, plurality is exterminated.
members just enough for them to want to be fully
How does this seemingly autonomous self- admitted” (Kiesling 707). If all goes well, a rushee
homogenization occur within social greek spheres? will have imagined a sort of “idealized . . . fictive
If you spend much of your time during the academic kinship” (Handler 241) and will have constructed a
year around campus, you’ve probably already been desire of his or her own to become part of it.
well-exposed to the mechanism behind this process;
it is called recruitment. Informally, recruitment is
always happening. Those thinking about joining an
IFC or NPC organization will juxtapose the image
they have of themselves with the image projected
by the organization to determine ‘compatibility.’
However, the political procedures begin with a ‘rush
week’ in which the college men and women who have
expressed interest in possibly joining a fraternity or
sorority attend scheduled events that are designed
to ‘give a feel for’ normal social behavior within the
specific organization. The rush process continues as
one that constructs a fraternity or sorority as a “very
Published
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‘Bid Day’ marks the transition from choosing
to being chosen. During this event, sororities
and fraternities extend ‘bids’ to a limited number
of individuals that appear “to be a good “fit” with
the existing sisterhood” or brotherhood (I.). “Not
everyone who wants to join receives an invitation
to join, nor does every student receive an invitation
from the organization that they may wish to join”
(I.). It seems strange that Syracuse University, which
prides itself on its student population diversity and
liberal arts curriculum, should continue to maintain
active political ties to same-seeking groups, such
as social greek organizations. It may be possible to
5
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begin to shed light on this phenomenon by noting
that the University itself has a sort of ‘recruitment’
procedure for regenerating each year’s entering
freshmen. Critical to the recruitment of young men
and women each year is a visible social scene. Social
fraternities and sororities serve as the perfect media
to advertise exceptionally well-connected social
groups within an “academic” milieu.

that violate dominant gendered identity so as to assert
the connecting bonds between pledges as exceptions
to ‘normal’ homosocial limitations. These connections
eventually evolve into the fraternal and sororal bonds
asserted between members of the same ‘pledge class’:
the group of men or women that endured the pledging
process together. Hence, the connections are formed
with an assertion of the importance in the hegemonic
ideals violated during their construction. Since the men
and women recognizing these idealized boundaries see
their brothers/sisters as lying outside of them, the pressure
associated with embodying the ideal masculine/feminine
identity is reduced within the organization. Alleviation
of the high standards of conduct that come with idealized
masculine or feminine identity is socially liberating, and
freedom from self-consciousness is particularly valuable
within the main battleground of social greek life: the party.

Part of the experience of being a ‘freshman’ is imbricated
with treatment by others (including both students and
faculty) as the ‘lowest on the totem pole.’ An analogous
phase occurs within the social greek organization as the
long, arduous process of “shared stress” (Handler 240)
called ‘pledging.’ The fraternal and sororal systems of
pledging differ substantially, and it would be a mistake
to claim that their processes, as well as (de facto) hazing,
aren’t worth analyzing. The psychoanalysis of such
behavior could easily serve as a paper topic in its own
The importance of ‘social functions’ to the greek
right; however, to avoid a distracting tangent, it should community was exemplified in the stir caused in April,
suffice to say that ‘pledging’ involves creating situations
when the Daily Orange displayed on its front page that
https://surface.syr.edu/intertext/vol18/iss1/12
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“Emily Thompson, Panhellenic Council president,
notified sorority chapter presidents in a Monday night
e-mail” that “IFC Fraternities are all on social probation
until further notice” (Meliker, IFC A1). This translated
to fraternities losing their right to hold parties or any social
functions. The front page of the following day’s Daily
Orange held that Maggie’s Bar, “a popular establishment
for sorority and fraternity nights,” was raided by police
who confiscated “53 fake IDs - one of the highest numbers
on record for university-area bar raids.” “More than half
of the bar’s patrons were underage” (Meliker, 53 A1).
The raid happened on a Tuesday night (technically,
Wednesday morning). Maggie’s Bar was most certainly
capitalizing on the fact that the demand for the social
environment was abnormally high: the fraternities were
temporarily out of commission. The raid demonstrated,
quite pointedly, that even small social events on
weeknights are politically regulated within the greek
community. Of course, such a desperate state of affairs
could not exist for long, and the social ban was lifted by
Friday so as to properly accommodate for the weekend’s
planned fraternity events.
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However, if a newcomer were to have taken a stroll
down Walnut or Comstock one night that following
weekend, he would have noticed something peculiar:
only the fraternities were having parties. In fact, one
will never find an NPC sorority house crammed full
of sweaty, drunken college kids sloppily dancing to
the newest vapid hip-hop beat on a given weekend.
It seems odd that only the fraternities are hosting
the iconic social gatherings, considering the equal
attendance of both sexes within.
The reason for this is that NPC sororities aren’t
allowed to have parties. Article XVI of the IFC
document entitled ‘Social Policy’ specifically
outlines the “Expectations and Guidelines” of social
functions. It explains “Types of Functions Permitted,”
“Registration Expectations” to document the social
function in advance, expectations for “Monitoring
[of] Events,” and “Service of Alcohol and Food.”
Thus, social events, from small weeknight gatherings
to crammed weekend parties, exist as highly political
constructions. NPC sororities, on the contrary, have
no such article. When I asked Emily Thompson,
via e-mail, about the situation, she told me that
“Panhellenic does not have a social policy like IFC

7
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because Panhellenic sororities are not allowed, by
the National Panhellenic Association, to have any
social events with alcohol.” The fact that NPC
sororities do not host parties is because they do not
hold the political right to have them. However,
since the concept is entirely political, a “Social
Policy” could be constructed if there was enough
support within the NPC. In the words of the Beastie
Boys, “you gotta fight for your right to party.” So
why hasn’t this happened?
It all depends upon a shared conception of
‘feminine’ (and a return to our discussion of dominant
discourse). Throughout his book, Kumar gives a
portrayal of (global) structures in which the woman
remains “the passive subject who is merely the
submissive instrument of degradation.” He devotes
part of his chapter Sex to a “critique . . . aimed at the
relations between men that rely on but nevertheless
exclude women” (Kumar 177). Similarly, Rhoads
(1995) states in the setup of his extended analysis
of a specific social greek fraternity that the focus is
“on structures that reinforce positions of inequality
in which fraternity members maintain power over
. . . women” (Rhoads 310). Rhoads goes on in his
analysis to describe the patriarchy that had saturated
https://surface.syr.edu/intertext/vol18/iss1/12

the gender relations within the fraternity he had
studied. During the course of his stay, any women
who were hanging around the fraternity and not
actively in relationships with any of the brothers
were assumed to be there for sexual purposes (Rhoads
314). Rhoads terms the phenomenon he finds within
the fraternity as “hostile representations of women.”
One of the brothers in the fraternity had
been studying acknowledged this hostility while
simultaneously shifting the blame in a speech given
to a group of sorority girls. “College men tend to
objectify women,” but women are “just as much at
fault” when “they allow themselves to be treated in
[that] particular manner” (Rhoads 315). By skewing
the subject from fraternity men to “college men,” he
has asserted the action as something of an inherently
male tendency. He also does not take into account
that, because of the basis of the social greek spheres,
fraternities act as a “source of social affirmation
(for women)” (Rhoads 316). This might explain
the reluctance some sisters have to openly protest.
While the brother’s intent may have been honorable,
his argument ultimately holds itself on both male
and female generalizations tied, respectively, to
hegemonic patterns of dominance and submission.
PAGE 55 8
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Sororities exist as responses to fraternities. Many feature of fraternity, “masculine self thus becomes
of the women within the sorority that Lisa Handler the desire to perform successfully the discourses
studies state that they had joined for reasons related to of masculinity.” However, such an identity that is
the “male presence” within the greek system (Handler based upon an idealized frame of dominant discourse
248). In fact, many of the women expressed their desire is difficult, if impossible, to realize. Vulnerability
to join the sorority because of its reputation to house naturally manifests itself in an audience that accepts
sisters that had attracted attractive men (Handler the assertion as both legitimate and unfulfilled
249). Handler concludes that the sorority is set up within themselves. Keisling says that “Desire is most
as an entity for women that serve to “simultaneously simply defined . . . as that which we lack but want”
free themselves from and reinforce gender stereotypes” (Keisling 699). Since fraternities and sororities
(Handler 243). Many of the women within the sorority advertise images of hegemonic gendered identity,
she studies hold a negative and generalized conception they create desire by suggesting it as lacking within
of “women’s nature” such as an inherent view of “women the audience’s own social lives. Hence, the lie grows
as backbiting and catty”. The sisterhood is created as larger, stronger, and more vicious as its self-fulfilling
a response to these stereotypes and means of avoiding policy becomes social normalcy.
them. If normal female friendship is understood as
For millions of Indians in Patna, The Golghar
unfaithful and passive, sorority sisterhood is solidifying served as a constant reminder of vice-ridden politics
and absolute. What comes to exist is a “transcendent”
at the root of unending social poverty. While I may
sisterhood, based on bonds formed that are supposed
not be (physically) starving, I face the despair of dying
exceptions to and “deeper
cultural memory each
than the bonds of other
time I meet the gaze of
HE INHERENT VALUE
friendships”
(Handler
the three (or two) greek
240). It shouldn’t be
letters displayed proudly
OF BROTHERHOOD OR
understood as simply a
on countless blissfully
more intense friendship;
ignorant faces every day.
SISTERHOOD LIES WITHIN
while the sisters are (very)
What I am bothered by
close, their connections
THE COMMUNAL SUPPORT the most within this
exist through the sorority
display is an apparent
as “vowed allegiance to
willful
displacement
OF A SINGULAR IDEAL
a collectivity” (Handler
of identity.
Hannah
241). Much of the social
Arendt calls appearance
focus for the women is the achievement of a sort of within a public sphere “principium.” Arendt asserts
prestige that comes from being invited to fraternity principium to be a primary human right: the right
formal events (Handler 246). Self-worth becomes to assert one’s individual, political representation
established through being valued currency for men within the context of the public (Birmingham 13).
(Handler 247). The value the women hold for each Greeks assert their political presence by ‘wearing
other, while exceptional, could be understood as more their letters’. The two or three greek letters that
political than social.
constitute the title of the organization are frequently

T

.

The ambivalence that fraternity men hold toward
their gender counterparts is rooted in the ‘masculine’
lie that becomes reflected by ‘feminine’ behavior in
the system of normalized political gender relations.
Scott Fabius Kiesling describes this lie as a sort of
idealized masculine identity he observes asserted
in the communication between the brothers of the
fraternity he studies. Kiesling argues that fraternities
tend to reinforce dominant discourses of masculinity
through a process of positively-fed identity
construction. Since masculinity is the defining
Published
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embroidered on a hooded sweatshirt or bag. As one
wears one’s letters, he or she is associating his or
her ‘political self’ (to borrow a term from Syracuse
Professor Laurence Thomas) with the organization.
However, not only is an image lent to those letters,
but one is simultaneously being reproduced. That is,
what a fraternity or sorority member understands as
the image of those letters and, transitively, the core
set of values that the organization claims to represent
becomes the goal of his or her daily presentation.
In order to effectively do this, the individual must

9
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understand his own identity as a sort of vessel through
which flows a greater representation. The individual
willingly displaces his personal identity because
within the competitive sphere of greek political life
exists social power attributed to collective entities.

political ties to ‘desirable’ sororities/fraternities, as
well as the ability to select ‘more masculine/feminine’
members. In order for the organization to effectively
carry out this social goal, it must be transcribed into
a collectively understood policy.

Since there are limited social resources to be
distributed between greek spheres, individuals within
a greek-letter organization have the responsibility
to reproduce its image. Social resources refer to
‘attractive’ members of both the same and opposite
sex. Rhoads quotes a brother to say that “Fraternity
social status ultimately relates to the attractiveness

Politically asserted social idealization has its own
recurring niche within history. The twentieth century
saw it as a phenomenon most closely tied to nationalism
and its associated homogenizing mentality. The
twenty-first century continues this trend by blending
fundamentalism into the mix. Keisling discusses a
phenomenon he observes within his study that closely

and prestige of the sorority women that a house can
attract and additionally the desirability by students
to be members” (Rhoads 313). Handler finds that
“violations of the sorority’s norms for enacting
gender and sexuality” (Rhoads 249) are seen by the
sisters as “jeopardizing the collective resources of the
sorority” (Rhoads 250). The reputation of the group
isn’t tied to its individuals. Instead, the object of
the group’s reputation is the constructed vessel that
has come to represent the sorority or fraternity itself.
Climbing the greek social ladder involves better

mirrors the patterns of such mentality. He remarks that
members construct unity between each other based
upon a “search for common ground and tacit agreement
on values” (Keisling 717) and a shared vision of “the
greatest” (Keisling 715). Therefore, the inherent value
of brotherhood or sisterhood lies within the communal
support of a singular ideal. As new members join this
collective, their worth is determined by the extent to
which they are capable of supporting and reaffirming the
existing social ideal. Individuals that seek to critique
this vision aren’t welcome as members, especially

https://surface.syr.edu/intertext/vol18/iss1/12
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within the spheres holding the greatest power.
Hence, the poverty and hypocrisy of the politics
that construct the social greek system lie within
their own statically defined borders.

While social greek organizations claim to
support the mission of university education,
they champion an ideal of socialization
inherently incompatible with intellectualism.
Original thought arises through socialization
between individuals that value each other
for their ability to actively respond to nontransparent communication so as to achieve
greater, dynamic perception. Understanding
this process is key to the development of
meaningful personal ideals. The greek social
spheres refute the importance of socialization as
a means, instead confusing it as an end in itself.
Asserting idealized social behavior without
corresponding critical thought is dangerous,
especially as it extends itself beyond life within
the sheltered college campus.
Why, then, does our ‘liberal arts’ institution
continue to support these organizations? It’s
like we’re going in circles. Let us assume,
momentarily, that the college campus exists
as an entity distinctly separate from the real
world. We might be able to understand better
why the University maintains relations with
social greek organizations if we imagine the
outside realm as ‘white suburban American
discourse’ suggests it to be. In this view,
social fraternities and sororities prepare their
members flawlessly for what lies beyond
graduation: the politically regulated social
realm of the default bourgeoisie. The current
‘great recession’ in American (and world)
economics can, in part, be attributed to this
inherently unsustainable mirage. Those who
hold a legitimate representation of it are,
to quote Tyler Durden, the “by-product of a
lifestyle obsession” (Durden 30:05). Such is
the politically-constructed marketplace for
the socially hyperconscious, intellectually
passive, identity consumer.

These “gringos” constitute the normalized,
homogenized, national community that is
“corporate commodity culture” of “mainstream
America” (Kumar 72). The term refers to
what dominant discourse identifies as white
racial identity, an identity that, according to
Ian F Haney López (1996), should not exist.
“Whiteness is contingent, changeable, partial,
inconstant, and ultimately social” (López xiv);
it has been treated as the “unexamined norm”
(López 21) and has been “defined by negation”
(López 27). Thus, “whiteness” has come to
represent a sort of idealized perception of the
pure, US citizen.
The ‘whiteness’ of social greek organization
members exists not in the color of their skin, but
their blind obsession for the linear, normalized
lifestyle of the hegemonic suburban American.
However, even if this ideal has ever existed
in reality, progressive philosophical discourse
ensures that its object is always already changing
(within any or no frame of time). That is, what
once could have been envisioned as a pure
and heroic figure has collapsed to reveal a dark
and uncontrolled beast. If the consumer is the
blood of capitalism, then advertising constitutes
the oxygen that enables its immediate and
continuous function. The beast that is the
‘social greek organization’ draws in this same
air, and has this same blood pumping through
its veins. In a culture in which dominant
identity has become marketable (and profitably
so), the value of the individual is understood in
terms of his predictability.
Appendix A: Take Back the Night

I had the unique privilege to attend (and
photograph) the first hour of 2009’s Take Back
the Night ceremony. Fraternity and Sorority
members at Syracuse were encouraged to
attend as part of the philanthropic obligation
they held to the university. The goals of the
yearly ceremony are to increase “community
awareness of issues of violence against women
and its interrelationship with other forms
“Griego,” which in Spanish means “greek,” of discrimination” and to educate “about
is the root of the word “gringo,” (Kumar 72) the extent and the nature of violence that is
Mexican slang for “[c]itizens of lard-white, systematically used against women to keep
securely male and middle-class, complacently them from becoming powerful, autonomous
heterosexual
America”
(Kumar
135). individuals.” From the beginning, as the
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was clear that much of the importance of the event
to the groups was about asserting their presence to the
other groups. While most of the involved audience
had arrived some time before the event was scheduled,
7:00 marked a procession of colorful greek letters
slowly filling the space between the flag poles. The
social groups remained homogenous. Not only were
the genders autonomously separated, but the specific
organizations themselves socialized strictly within
themselves. The only exceptions I saw were of people
that were not immediately identifiable as greek. As
the four speakers gave speeches, including Chancellor
Cantor, it became obvious that very few within the
predominantly greek audience were motivated to
be present for the content of those brief lectures.
Ironically, the root of much of the gender inequality
being discussed was blatantly evident within the
(intended) audience. Groups socialized openly during
presentations, and a few brothers even joined a soccer
game that had begun in the quad. The only universal
groups of brothers and sisters shuffled into the quad reactions were of applause and “End Violence!” chants
along the catwalks leading to Hendricks Chapel, it that had little to no substantive meaning out of context.
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